Quick Kits

Brown Bear – borrow HERE
Dear Zoo – borrow HERE
Grumpy Bird – borrow HERE
Enormous Turnip – borrow HERE
I’m the Biggest Thing in the Ocean – borrow HERE
Bugs! Bugs! Bugs! – borrow HERE

Over by the Harbour – borrow HERE
There was an Old Sailor – borrow HERE
Mouse Count – borrow HERE
Very Hungry Caterpillar – borrow HERE
Dog’s Colorful Day – borrow HERE
The Mitten – borrow HERE

Brown Bear Quick Kit


Flannel Board Pieces:
- Brown Bear, Brown Bear, What Do You See? (9 pieces)
  - 1 brown bear
  - 1 red bird
  - 1 yellow duck
  - 1 gold fish
  - 1 blue horse
  - 1 purple cat
  - 1 black sheep
  - 1 white dog
  - 1 green frog
- Five Little Ducks (6 pieces)
  - 5 ducks
  - 1 mother duck
- Five Green and Speckled Frogs (11 pieces)
  - 5 felt Frogs
  - Numbers 1 to 5
  - 1 felt Log

Dear Zoo Quick Kit

Book: Dear Zoo by Rod Campbell

Flannel Board Pieces:
- Dear Zoo (16 pieces)
  - 1 elephant
  - 1 giraffe
  - 1 camel
  - 1 lion
  - 1 snake
  - 1 frog
  - 1 monkey
  - 1 dog
  - 8 boxes
- One Elephant (11 pieces)
  - 5 elephants
  - 1 spider web
  - Numbers 1 to 5

Puppets or Props:
- Five Little Monkeys (6 pieces)
  - 5 monkey finger puppets
  - 1 alligator hand puppet
**Grumpy Bird Quick Kit**

**Book:** Grumpy Bird by Jeremy Tankard

**Flannel Board Pieces:**
- **Grumpy Bird (12 pieces)**
  - □ 1 large bird
  - □ 1 large rabbit
  - □ 1 large raccoon
  - □ 1 large sheep
  - □ 1 large beaver
  - □ 1 large fox
  - □ 1 bird standing on one foot
- **Walking in the Forest (6 pieces)**
  - □ 1 picture of a real rabbit
  - □ 1 picture of a real bird
  - □ 1 picture of a real moose
- **Little Fox, Little Fox (8 pieces)**
  - □ 1 Fox
  - □ 1 blue box
  - □ 1 red box
  - □ 1 orange box
  - □ 1 group of animals standing on one foot
  - □ 1 small bird standing
  - □ 1 group of animals standing
  - □ 1 bird jumping
  - □ 1 group of animals jumping

**Enormous Turnip Quick Kit**

**Laminated Story Print Out:** The Enormous Turnip

**Flannel Board Pieces:**
- **The Enormous Turnip (8 pieces)**
  - □ 1 turnip
  - □ 1 farmer
  - □ 1 farmer’s wife
  - □ 1 little girl
  - □ 1 dog
  - □ 1 cat
  - □ 1 mouse
  - □ 1 piece of black felt to cover turnip
- **Old MacDonald had a Farm (9 pieces)**
  - □ 1 barn
  - □ 1 duck
  - □ 1 pig
  - □ 1 sheep
  - □ 1 cow
  - □ 1 horse
  - □ 1 chicken
  - □ 1 cat
  - □ 1 rooster

**Puppets or Props:**
- **10 Fruit and Veg (11 pieces)**
  - □ 1 plush basket
  - □ 10 pieces of plush fruit and vegetables
### I’m the Biggest Thing in the Ocean Quick Kit

**Book:** I’m the Biggest Thing in the Ocean by Kevin Sherry

**Flannel Board Pieces:**
- I’m the Biggest Thing in the Ocean (14 pieces)
  - 1 giant squid
  - 1 whale (2 pieces)
  - 1 shark
  - 1 octopus
  - 1 group of shrimp
- The Waves in the Ocean (9 pieces)
  - 1 felt sea horse
  - 1 felt otter
  - 1 felt shark
  - 1 felt whale
  - 1 felt fish
  - 1 felt crab
  - 1 felt lobster
  - 1 felt octopus
  - 1 felt turtle

### Bugs! Bugs! Bugs! Quick Kit

**Book:** Bugs! Bugs! Bugs! By Bob Barner

**Flannel Board Pieces:**
- Bugs! Bugs! Bugs! (8 pieces)
  - 1 spider
  - 1 butterfly
  - 1 bumble bee
  - 1 lady bug
  - 1 grasshopper
  - 1 caterpillar
  - 1 ant
  - 1 grey bug
- Little Red Bug (6 pieces)
  - 5 black spots
  - 1 ladybug

**Puppets or Props:**
- The Ants Go Marching (10 pieces)
  - 10 bug wrist rattles

### Over by the Harbour Quick Kit

**Book:** Over by the Harbour by Dwayne LaFitte

**Flannel Board Pieces:**
- Over by the Harbour (51 pieces)
  - 1 Moose Calf
  - 2 Foals
  - 3 Polar Bear Cubs
  - 5 Puppies
  - 6 Baby Beavers
  - 7 Goslings
  - 8 Baby Cod Fish
  - 9 Seal Pups
  - 10 Fox Pups
• There Once was a Puffin (20 pieces)
  □ 6 poem pieces
  □ 1 puffin
  □ 1 table with tea
• Five Little Moose (10 pieces)
  □ 5 felt moose

There Was an Old Sailor Quick Kit

Book: There Was an Old Sailor by Claire Saxby

Flannel Board Pieces:
  • Jellyfish (10 pieces)
    □ 10 jellyfish (all different colors)
  • Five Little Krill (10 pieces)
    □ 5 krill

Puppets or Props:
  • There Was an Old Sailor (11 pieces)
    □ 1 box
    □ 1 felt sailor face (2 pieces)
    □ 1 stuffed whale
    □ 1 stuffed shark
    □ 1 stuffed seal

Mouse Count Quick Kit

Book: Mouse Count by Ellen Stoll Walsh

Flannel Board Pieces:
  • Little Mouse, Little Mouse (8 pieces)
    □ 1 felt mouse
    □ 1 blue house
    □ 1 red house
    □ 1 purple house
  □ 1 pink house
  □ 1 yellow house
  □ 1 orange house
  □ 1 green house

Puppets or Props:
  • Mouse Count (12 pieces)
    □ 1 snake
    □ 10 mice
    □ 1 plastic jar
**The Very Hungry Caterpillar Quick Kit**

**Book:** The Very Hungry Caterpillar by Eric Carle

**Flannel Board Pieces:**
- The Very Hungry Caterpillar (28 pieces)
  - 1 puppet
  - 1 apple
  - 2 pears
  - 3 plums
  - 4 strawberries
  - 5 oranges
  - 1 green leaf
  - 1 muffin
  - 1 watermelon
  - 1 sausage
  - 1 piece of pie
  - 1 piece of cheese
  - 1 lollypop
  - 1 salami
  - 1 ice cream cone
  - 1 pickle
  - 1 piece of cake
  - 1 large leaf with egg
- Caterpillar Dance (10 pieces)
  - 1 red caterpillar
  - 1 blue caterpillar
  - 1 yellow caterpillar
  - 1 green caterpillar
  - 1 orange caterpillar
  - 1 red butterfly
  - 1 blue butterfly
  - 1 yellow butterfly
  - 1 green butterfly
  - 1 orange butterfly

**Dog’s Colorful Day Quick Kit**

**Book:** Dog’s Colorful Day by Emma Dodd

**Flannel Board Pieces:**
- Dog’s Colorful Day (19 pieces)
  - 1 felt dog
  - 1 sponge
  - 1 red spot
  - 1 blue spot
  - 1 purple spot
  - 1 pink spot
  - 1 brown spot
  - 1 yellow spot
  - 1 orange spot
  - 1 green spot
  - 1 grey spot
  - 1 jam jar
  - 1 puddle
  - 1 paint can
  - 1 marker
  - 1 ice cream
  - 1 chocolate bar
  - 1 bumble bee
  - 1 juice box
  - 1 strip of grass
- Rainbow Colors (11 pieces)
  - 6 rainbows
  - 1 red circle
  - 1 blue circle
  - 1 yellow circle
  - 1 green circle
  - 1 orange circle
- BINGO (6 pieces)
  - 1 felt B
  - 1 felt I
  - 1 felt N
  - 1 felt G
  - 1 felt O
  - 1 felt dog

**Puppets or Props:**
- Scat the Cat (7 pieces)
  - 1 cat cut out folder
  - 1 black sheet
  - 1 orange sheet
**The Mitten Quick Kit**

**Book:** The Mitten by Jan Brett

**Flannel Board Pieces:**
- The Mitten (9 pieces)
  - ☐ 1 white mitten
  - ☐ 1 bear
  - ☐ 1 mouse
  - ☐ 1 owl
  - ☐ 1 hedgehog
  - ☐ 1 mole
  - ☐ 1 rabbit
  - ☐ 1 fox
  - ☐ 1 badger
- 10 Little Mittens Hanging on the Line (10 pieces)
  - ☐ 10 mittens
- Dance like Snowflakes
  - ☐ 10 snowflakes